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Abstract: This experiment was conducted to determine peroxidase (POD) and polyphenol oxidase(PPO) enzyme
activity in flower buds of ‘Kalle-Guchi’, ‘Owhadi’, ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ and ‘Akbari’ pistachio during and after rest.
The activity of the enzymes showed a typical seasonal pattern in all the pistachio cultivars. The activity of POD
increased in December and February and decreased in January and March in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, ‘Owhadi’ and
‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ but, in ‘Akbari’ increased from November to January and then, decreased to March. The
activity of PPO decreased from November to February and increased in March in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, but PPO
activity was low in November and increased in December, then decreased to a minimum in January and February
and again reached its maximum level in March in ‘Owhadi’, ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ and ‘Akbari’. The activity of both
enzymes from bud swell stage to post bloom stage, decreased in all cultivars. Their activity was highest in
‘Kalle-Ghuchi’ and lowest in ‘Akbari’ and intermediate in ‘Owhadi’ and ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ during dormant
season, but after rest, a similar pattern was found for flower buds although, there were no significant differences
in the enzyme activity in all pistachio cultivars. In the present study, phenol contents increased from November
to January and then, decreased to March in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, but in other cultivars, that increased to a maximum
in February and decreased in March. Total phenol content for all of the pistachio cultivars decreased from bud
swell to post bloom stage. 
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INTRODUCTION the fruit trees during the dormant season have been

Pistachio is a traditional nut crop in Iran, the leading of  dormancy, the end of endo-dormancy and start of
producer  of  this  crop  in  the  world [1],  but, few para-dormancy is not clearly defined [2]. The change in
research activities have been carried out on concerning enzyme activity seems to be an indicator of the end of
physiological and biochemical comparison of seasonal dormancy and start of growth as described by few
variations of pistachio tree in this country and world. researchers [7, 8, 9].
While, knowledge of seasonal changes of fruit trees is There have been a few evidences on the changes in
important for cultivation. Seasonal cycles of temperature, the enzymes  activity and about their possible roles in
day lengths, rainfall, humidity and wind exert a fruit trees.
pronounced control over the physiological and The activity of POD in the roots, shoots and trunk of
reproductive processes in fruit trees [2]. External factors grapevine increased in autumn, reached maximum in
including temperature, light, water supply and nutrition, December and then decreased as reported by Schaefer
as well as internal factors such as carbohydrate levels, (1983) [10]. Fluctuation in the POD activity was
hormones and enzyme activity are involved in seasonal characteristic  of the shoots in peach during dormancy
cycle of fruit tree growth [3, 4, 5]. and after the tetrad stage of flower buds [11].

However, the biochemical changes (carbohydrate The activity of catalase has been studied in apricot
content, protein, free amino acids) in the different parts of flower buds [12], while, in plum shoots the activity of POD

studied  by some researchers [5, 6, 7]. The starting point
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and POP has been considered [13], but, activities of Three 30-year-old trees of each cultivar were selected
enzymes after rest has not been studied in fruit trees. for uniformity and each individual tree was used as a
Thus, it is consider to determine and perceive replication  in  a  randomized  complete  block  design.
physiological and biochemical changes of enzymes Data from  three replications were subjected to analysis of
activity during and after rest because, of the important variance using SPSS for all statistical analysis. Differences
roles  they play in dormant season and freezing stress between means at 5% (P<0.05) level were considered as
[14]. significant.

The most of phenol compounds have been isolated
from bud scales and have growth inhibitor role in buds. RESULTS
Literature reported by researchers indicate that phenol
compounds increased during rest in peach flower buds, The results present indicated that, pistachio cultivars
then decreased after rest and completely eliminated at had different enzyme activity during and after rest. The
blooming. The chilling period influences during winter activity of POD increased to December, followed by a
disappear them. Therefore, the previous works were sharp decreased to January and it rose again in February,
undertaken to determine if such a relationship exists then, decreased to March. This pattern was indicated for
between budbreak and the phenol contents or not [15]. ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, Owhadi ’ and ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ pistachio

This experiment was conducted to evaluate POD and flower buds (Fig. 1). While, the activity of POD in ‘Akbari’
PPO activity and phenol contents during and after rest of pistachio flower buds, increased from November to
some pistachio cultivars in order to identify, physiological January and then, decreased to March and only the
and biochemical characteristics of pistachio tree. presence of a single peak was found in January. While ,

MATERIALS AND METHODS December and February in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, ‘Owhadi’ and

The plant tissue samples were collected from four The activity of PPO decreased from November to
commercial pistachio cultivars (‘Kalle-Guchi’ (early- February and increased in March in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, but
bloom), ‘Owhadi’ (middle-bloom), ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ PPO activity was low in November and increased in
(middle- bloom) and ‘Akbari’ (late- bloom) from an December, then, decreased to a minimum in January and
experimental orchard located in the northeast of Kerman, February and again reached its maximum level in March in
Iran. The flower buds of each cultivar were collected from ‘Owhadi’, ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ and ‘Akbari’ (Fig. 2). After
2007 December to 2008 March, on three week interval, in rest ,from bud swell, green tip, tight cluster, full bloom and
dormant season and from stages bud swell, green tip, post bloom stage of flower buds, activity of both enzymes
tight cluster, full bloom and post bloom flower buds significantly decreased but, there were no significant
during growth season from 2008 late March to 2008 middle differences in both enzyme activities in all cultivars (Fig.
April. Some parameters of the meteorological conditions 3 and 4). Therefore, enzyme activity was highest in ‘Kalle-
during the sampling periods were presented in Table 1. Ghuchi’ and lowest in ‘Akbari’ and intermediate in

The activity of POD and PPO flower buds was ‘Owhadi’ and ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ during dormant season,
analyzed with spectrophotometer applying the but, after rest, a similar pattern was found for flower buds
methodology of Srivastave et al. [16] and Bassuk et al. of all pistachio cultivars. Differences in phenol
[8], respectively. The protein content was determined compounds were also observed among cultivars. Phenol
according to Bradford [17]. The results were calculated for contents increased from November to January and then,
Unit/mg protein. Phenol content was determined using decreased to March in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, but in other
technique of Malik and Singh [18]. cultivars,  that  increased to a maximum in February and

the timing of the peak in POD activity was found in

‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ pistachio flower buds (Fig. 1).

Table 1: The mean meteorological condition during the sampling periods in 2007- 2008

November December Janaury February March April

Temperature (°C)  10  7.0  3.7  3  5  14

Humidity (%)  48  53.0  62.0  68  65  53

Total rainfall (mm)  0  0.1  5.0  2  0  2
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Fig.1: Changes of peroxidase activity in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars during rest season (2007-2008)

Fig. 2: Changes of polyphenol oxidase activity in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars during rest season (2007-2008)

Fig.3: Changes of peroxidase activity in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars in growth different stages during 
growth season (BS: Bud Swell, GT: Green Tip, TC: Tight Cluster, FB: Full Bloom and PB: Post Bloom)
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Fig. 4: Changes of polyphenol oxidase activity in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars in growth different stages 
during growth season (BS: Bud Swell, GT: Green Tip, TC: Tight Cluster, FB: Full Bloom and PB: Post 
Bloom)

Fig. 5: Changes of phenol content in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars during rest season (2007-2008)

Fig. 6: Changes of phenol content in flower buds of 4 pistachio cultivars in growth different stages during growth 
season (BS: Bud Swell, GT: Green Tip, TC: Tight Cluster, FB: Full Bloom and PB: Post Bloom)
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decreased in March. Phenol contents were the highest in peroxidase could lead to scavenge the accumulation of
February (in winter) in ‘Akbari’ and lowest in March in H O  in tissue [21]. In the absence of natural scavengers
‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ (Fig. 5). Total phenol content for all of such as catalase and peroxidase, Peroxid accumulates in
the pistachio cultivars decreased from bud swell to post tissues high levels, that may cause changes in plant
bloom stage and those were found to almost be the same metabolism in several ways, because, that is toxic
in all pistachio cultivars in onset of budbreak and compound  for  plant  tissue  [21].  During winter, the
development season (p<0.05) (Fig. 6). over- wintering organs of fruit trees are exposed to sever

DISCUSSION antioxidant enzymes in flower buds of pistachio cultivars,
increased at the beginning of dormancy, while, enzyme

Zhi-you et al. [19] have reported that enzymes activity decreased with oncoming of spring and this
activity have changed seasonally in fruit trees buds in changes were attributed to cold hardiness or acclimation,
dormant season. In the present study, enzymes activity as concluded by Szecsko et al. [13] in peach tree.
showed seasonal variation, have been the highest in Szalay et al. [14] have reported that the activity of
winter and decreased to a minimum in late winter and early POD in three peach cultivars (‘Springtimeis’ is frost
spring. sensitive , ‘Champion’ is frost tolerant and ‘Dixired’

The peak of POD activity in December might be possesses medium frost tolerance) were different, so that,
associated with dormancy, through oxidative stress the activity of POD for ‘Champion’, ‘Springtimes’ and
caused by the cold. This high POD activity can be the ‘Dixired’ were high, low and intermediate, respectively. In
sign, when the cold temperature causes a cold stress the present study, this pattern of the POD activity was
expressing in more reactive oxygen species production found in pistachio cultivars. Accordingly, maximum POD
[12], hereby forcing POD to higher activity level. The activity was found in ‘Kalle-Ghuchi’, minimum was related
preparation of buds to endo-dormancy must be completed to ‘Akbari’ and ‘Owhadi’ and ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’ were
somewhere of November. After this turning point during intermediated. Hence, according to this result, ‘Kalle-
dormancy POD activity continuously decreased, which Ghuchi’ must be frost tolerant, ‘Akbari’, sensitive and
means that the plant is in a state where cold temperatures ‘Owhadi’ and ‘Ahmad-Aghaei’, intermediate, that to
do not cause cold stress. A very sharp change happens establish this finding, require future detailed
then in the POD activity in late dormant season, when investigations. It is not clear whether POD activity due to
supposedly the dormancy have been released, again an increased tree tolerance, increased synthesis of the
capable to cold stress, the buds are active and the tree is POP activity, or both.
prepared to grow. The changes in activity of the two PPO influences on lignin of plant cells, interferences
enzymes can be an indicator when important endogenous in browning of wounding tissue and constitutes
changes occur and the sharp rise in February can defensive barriers against diseases [22].
determine the end of endodormancy and Citadin et al. [9] The previous reports have shown an increase in POD
identified a very similar pattern measured in different and PPO activity between endo-dormancy and budbreak
peach trees [11]. of peach flower buds [6, 8, 9]. The activity of enzymes

Plants have evolved mechanisms that allow them to decreased significantly in all cultivars at the end of
perceive the incoming stress and rapidly regulate their dormancy and the onset of budbreak and development,
physiology and metabolism to cope with them in confirming the results reported by Szecsko et al. [13].
unfavourable conditions [20]. Plants with high levels of The changes in POD and PPO activities could be an
antioxidants, either constitutive or induced, have been indicator when important endogenous changes occur and
reported to have greater resistance to the oxidative the both enzymes play a possible protective role with
damage. Antioxidants are (1) lipids soluble and membrane- other components in the defensive mechanisms against
associated (á-tocopherol and â-carotene), (2)water soluble frost stresses and unfavourable environmental
reductants (ascorbate and glutathione), (3)enzymes such conditions. It must be mentioned that, we have a few
as superoxide dismutase, catalase, peroxidase and reports in this ground, it seems desirable to investigate
ascorbate peroxidase [20, 21]. further the biochemical aspect of protective role of POD

Antioxidant enzymes inactivate active oxygen forms and PPO.
induced by different stresses (freezing, salinity, etc) such In the present study, phenol contents flower buds of
as H O . The enzymatic action such as catalase and pistachio cultivars significantly decreased from beginning2 2

2 2

chilling temperatures [2, 3]. The activity of both
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rest to blooming stage, that, according to previous 6. Kenis, J.D., 1979. Some biochemical aspects of
findings  [15].  The  some  researchers have reported that,
phenol composition have been increased from November
to February and then, have been decreased in March and
have been eliminated on blooming stage in peach buds
[23]. During dormant, number inhibitors such as
naringenin, floridzin, caffeic acid and quercitrin are in all
trees buds and gradually decrease companied with
budbreak [23]. In addition, plants have been infected to
virus, their rest duration has been decreased, because,
their phenol compounds have been decreased by virus.
Several studies have shown correlation between budbreak
and seasonal variation of phenols in trees [24]. The
evaluation of dormant buds, has shown that, phenol
compounds rarely occur in a free state within the cell;
rather they are commonly conjugated with other
molecules. Many exist as glycosides linked to
monosaccharides or disaccharides. Thus, the general
biological role of phenolics in plants apparent (e.g.,
pigments, lignin) and some have been implicated as
allelopathic agents, feeding deterrents, antifungal agents
and phytoaloxin [24]. 

Therefore, phenol contents exhibited seasonal
subtraction in dubs of all pistachio cultivars investigated
to spring. This finding could be taken some evidence,
that, phenols could be play important role to protection
buds during winter, dormant season and budbreak.
However, for the majority of the enzymes and phenols in
plants, their précis role remains in question. 
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